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Led lighting The 20% discount only this
summer !
Your email Your password Your basket is empty '+json'empty'+' We oﬀer individual discounts for
contractors and construction companies for purchases on an ongoing basis. For more details on the
phone and via the feedback form. The popularity of led lighting is growing every day. We oﬀer a
variety of models of lamps for creating high-quality led lighting home oﬃce and other residential and
non-residential premises and open spaces. Here you can buy any led light source from the LED
lighting to explosion proof spotlight, and even led lamp with emergency light. By choosing any led
lamp You will appreciate the following advantages of using led lighting We will help You to understand
the variety of models and manufacturers. If You complete the form, request callback we will select the
best model even if You need just an led lamp 1195x100x50. Additionally, the majority of the proposed
luminaires can be used in a wide range of ambient temperatures. These devices despite the high cost
of purchasing uninterrupted for a long time 10-15 years and pay oﬀ within the ﬁrst year of operation.
They require no maintenance and are ideal for high-quality lighting of urban streets and highways
areas and production areas, warehouses and Parking lots. This is the street lamp housing 250, the
characteristics of which are described in the next section and the availability of models in stock to
check with managers of our online store. The company Dioprom - on the market of lighting equipment
as an independent unit since 2009. Our advantages are high quality products comprehensive solution
of the assigned tasks, the quality assurance of equipment, components and materials. For you
eﬃciency and high quality of service low prices and ﬂexible pricing policy delivery of the products to
any region of Russia in a short time. Dioprom - future technology
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